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The EAC has requested more information on four models 

• EAC will select the “best of the best” – examining each 
component of each proposal to develop a recommendation that 
incorporates the best thinking from BPS and the community 

• The EAC has requested more information on four proposals: 

— 23 Zone model with paired zones, factoring in socioeconomic 
diversity 

— 6 Zone model with assignment interventions to maximize equitable 
access to quality seats  

— No Zone model with school pairings 

— Grouped-School Model 

• In particular, EAC members are seeking more information on: 

— Impact on students with disabilities and English Language Learners 

— Analysis with magnet options and parent compacting  

— Impact of changes to walk zone percentage 
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• In addition, tonight we will address questions about magnet 
schools and parent compacting 

• We will provide additional information on overlays for students 
with disabilities and English Language Learners, transportation 
savings, and grandfathering siblings moving forward 

BPS tested each concept and developed these models 

Concept Models developed 

23 Zone model with paired zones, 
factoring in socioeconomic diversity 
 

• Paired contiguous zone model 

• Paired non-contiguous zone model 

• Socioeconomic diversity balance 

6 Zone model with assignment 
interventions to maximize equitable 
access to quality seats  

• Modified 6-zone 

Grouped-School Model • Grouped Schools: four closest schools 
including all walk zone and partner schools 

No Zone model with school pairings • Grouped Schools: All walk zone schools  
plus single partner school 



Access to quality today 
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• Today, more than 1 in 5 
students have a less than 40% 
probability of access to a 
quality school* 

• This is most acute in the East 
Zone. This map takes walk zone 
opportunities (cross-zone) into 
account 

• All the options BPS has 
developed and will present 
today improve on this figure 
and increase the number of 
students in the 70-100% access 
to quality band when 
compared to the 3-zone model 

* Based on MCAS snapshot analysis 



Current system: walk zone preference of families 

Current choice data shows 
that, on average, 86% of 
families are selecting a walk 
zone school as one of their 
top three choices in Round 
One 
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Neighborhood 
% Choosing Walk Zone School 

as One of Top 3 Choices 

Allston-Brighton 89% 

Back Bay/Beacon Hill 94% 

Central Boston 98% 

Charlestown 94% 

East Boston 93% 

Fenway/Kenmore 63% 

Hyde Park 79% 

Jamaica Plain 84% 

Mattapan 82% 

North Dorchester 84% 

Roslindale 80% 

Roxbury 80% 

South Boston 90% 

South Dorchester 83% 

South End 91% 

West Roxbury 92% 

Total 86% 



Paired contiguous zone 
model 

(EAC request: 23-zone model with zone 
pairings) 

• This model uses the 23-zone 
model as a base and pairs 
contiguous zones 

• This model includes three 
additional citywide magnet 
schools: Jackson-Mann, Marshall 
Elementary (UP Academy 
Charter School of Dorchester), 
and Mission Hill K-8 

• This model includes one-way 
sub-zones, which allow students 
living in areas with lower-quality 
schools access to higher-quality 
schools, but students living near 
the higher-quality schools do not 
receive the lower-quality schools 
as a choice 
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Paired contiguous zone 
model 

(EAC request: 23-zone model with zone 
pairings) 
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Paired contiguous 
zone model 

• Sub-zones to provide more 
equitable access to quality 

• Students in Zone 5  can 
attend schools in Zone 2A 

• Students in Zone 7  can 
attend schools in Zone 3B 

• Students in Zone 8  can 
attend schools in Zone 3A 

• Students in Zone 11  can 
attend schools in Zone 10A 

 



Paired non-contiguous 
zone model 

(EAC request: 23-zone model with zone 
pairings) 

• This model uses the 23-zone 
model as a base and pairs non-
contiguous zones, attempting to 
minimize distance 

• Pairings group zones with higher 
quality with zones with lower 
quality so students would have 
access to both 

• This option includes three 
additional citywide schools: 
Jackson-Mann, Marshall (UP 
Academy Charter School of 
Dorchester), Mission Hill K-8 

• Average distance traveled 
increases when compared to 
contiguous model but is still lower 
than current three-zone plan 
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Paired non-contiguous 
zone model 
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Paired non-contiguous 
zone model 
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23 zone model with 
paired zones, factoring in 
socioeconomic diversity 

(EAC request: 23-zone model with zone 
pairings, factoring in socioeconomic 

diversity) 
 

• This model balances 
socioeconomic diversity and uses 
the 23-zone model as a base 

• New zones vary from 61% Free and 
Reduced Lunch to 77% Free and 
Reduced Lunch 

• Original 23-Zone model varied 
from 23% to 84% 

• Because zones are paired with 
regard to socioeconomic status and 
not geography, average distance 
traveled increases when compared 
to the current system 
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Modified 6-zone 
model 

(EAC request: 6-Zone model with 
assignment interventions to maximize 

equitable access to quality seats) 

• This model includes one-way 
sub-zones, which allow 
students living in areas with 
lower-quality schools access 
to higher-quality schools, but 
students living near the 
higher-quality schools do not 
receive the lower-quality 
schools as a choice 

• This model creates two 
additional citywide schools: 
Marshall (UP Academy 
Charter School of Dorchester) 
and the Jackson-Mann K-8 
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Modified 6-zone 
model 

Modified 
6 Zone 

• Sub-zones to provide more 
equitable access to quality 

― Students in Zone 3  can 
attend schools in Zone 1A 

― Students in Zone 5  can 
attend schools in Zone 2A 

― Students in Zone 6  can 
attend schools in Zone 4A 

 



Grouped Schools: four 
closest schools including all 

walk-zone and partner 
schools model 

(EAC request: Grouped-School Model) 

• This model pairs lower-quality 
schools with higher-quality schools 

• Students would select between all 
their walk zone schools and/or the 
four closest schools to a child’s 
home. For each school that is of 
lower-quality, a student would also 
receive at least one partner school 
choice, adjusted for capacity 

• In this model, some communities 
that have historically had access to 
higher-quality schools would be 
paired with lower-quality schools; 
average distance traveled may 
increase 
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Grouped Schools: 
partner schools Grouped Schools: four 

closest schools including all 
walk-zone and partner 

schools model 
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Grouped Schools: all 
walk-zone schools 
plus single partner 

school model 
(EAC request: No-Zone model with 

school pairings) 

• This model pairs lower-quality 
schools with higher-quality 
schools 

• Students would select 
between all their walk zone 
schools and the partner school 
that is linked to the closest 
school to their home 

• Average distance traveled is 
greatly reduced. Students in 
lower-performing areas would 
have a higher-quality partner 
school to select but access 
would be limited by capacity 
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All walk-zone schools 
plus single partner 

school model 

Grouped Schools: 
single partner school 



Our initial assessment of the options addresses 3 criteria 

• “Access to quality” is measured based on the MCAS snapshot, which 
gives equal weight to a school’s performance and its growth 

— Unlike other analyses, this assessment accounts for walk zones and 
determines the probabilities for each individual student 

— This assessment determines access to quality based on the ratio of 
students to “quality seats”  
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Access to 
Quality 

Socioeconomic 
diversity 

Travel Distance 

• “Socioeconomic diversity” is measured by the percentage of 
students in a given zone that receive free and reduced lunch 

• “Travel distance” is measured according to absolute distance 
traveled to school by individual students 



Access to quality 
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Percent of Students with Probability of Access to Quality 

Less than 40%  

40% - 50% 

50% - 70% 

70% -80% 

More than 80%  



Access to quality 
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Percent of Students with Greater than 50% Probability 
of Access to Quality 

67% 

91% 88% 
82% 

68% 70% 



Socioeconomic diversity 
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Models Percent free and reduced lunch 

Current 3 zone 64 - 69% 

Paired contiguous zone model 45-81% 

Paired non-contiguous zone model 60-97% 

23 zone socioeconomic diversity 
balance 

61-77% 

Modified 6-zone 60-80% 

Grouped Schools: Four closest schools 
including all walk zone and partner 
schools 

46-84% 

Grouped Schools: All walk zone 
schools  plus single partner school 

 

21-82% 



Travel Distance 
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Models Average distance traveled (miles) 

Current 3 zone 1.39 

Paired contiguous zone model 1.17 

Paired non-contiguous zone model 1.21 

23 zone socioeconomic diversity 
balance 

~2.45 

Modified 6-zone 1.20 

Grouped Schools: Four closest schools 
including all walk zone and partner 
schools 

1.18 

Grouped Schools: All walk zone 
schools  plus single partner school 

 

0.71 



Parent compacting 

• Parent compacting is the act of parents requesting assignment as a group to a 
particular school, seeking a guarantee that they will be able to be enrolled together 

• Pros 

— Encourage families to invest in lower performing or under-chosen schools 

— Increasing enrollment in under-chosen schools 

• Cons 

— May unintentionally pit groups of parents against individual applicants and/or 
other groups of parents 

— Potentially decreases an applicant within the group’s choice of obtaining an 
assignment 

• Implementation considerations 

— Compacting will occur in the 2nd round or subsequent round in schools with 6 or 
more open seats 

— Compact would apply in a student’s zone or zone pair 

— Compact applicants should come after sibling priority and walk zone priority 
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Magnet school options 

• Magnet schools offer a specialized curriculum or setting to students from across the 
district 

— For example, the dual language Spanish program at the Hernández is open to all 
BPS students 

• Magnet schools impact student demand and the availability of seats close to home 

— Help balance student demand by providing additional access for students in high-
demand areas 

— Reduce the pool of neighborhood schools and the available seats within the zones 
where they are located 

• Magnet schools increase the average distances traveled and raise transportation costs 

— Result in more buses and fewer children on each bus 

— Adding two citywide schools increases the miles traveled by approximately 8% 

• We are also exploring the use of regional magnet schools, which provide many of the 
same benefits of citywide magnets while reducing distance traveled for students 
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Question and Answer 
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To get more information or share your feedback, 

please visit www.bostonschoolchoice.org 

We want to hear from you! 

http://www.bostonschoolchoice.org

